Portable Wall events are off-site events. They utilize rock climbing walls attached to a truck and trailer, providing
unique and fun climbing opportunities otherwise inaccessible. The staff in charge of the Portable Wall work as a
duo. This duo is comprised of a “P-wall Lead” staff and a “P-wall Co” staff. The “P-wall Lead” staff carry higher
responsibilities and act as a type of ambassador for Adventure Rock.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making sure the truck and gear is packed out properly, filled with gas, and in good repair before each event in
accordance with the “pre-flight check list”
Safely driving the truck and trailer to the site location
Communicating with the event coordinator about the event details in a professional and helpful manner
Setting up the wall and organizing both Adventure Rock staff and any event volunteers that may be helping
Performing inspections of the walls, auto belays, and harnesses
Generating enthusiasm while harnessing participants and handing out marketing material
Collecting payments and thoroughly completing follow up paper work

•
•
•
•
•
•

Must be 18 year of age or older
Have a valid driver’s license
Ability to drive a truck and trailer proficiently
Basic understanding of one-on-one and group instruction
Ability to speak to groups and direct crowds
Desire and enthusiasm to inform customers about membership and class options

Portable Wall Shifts are subject to the specific events reservation. Portable Wall Lead Staff are responsible for
arriving 15-30 minutes prior to the departure time to ensure the truck and walls are ready for the event. Portable
Wall events run for a minimum of 3 hours. Reservations are only cancelled due to severe weather. Being
comfortable in rain, wind, and sun is important. All Portable Wall Staff are required to wear the “Black Adventure
Rock Instructor” T-Shirts for every shift. Portable Wall Staff may be asked to assist with a myriad of other tasks
related to the operation of Adventure Rock at anytime.

Portable Lead Staff will occasionally have to address issues on the portable walls as well as the trucks. This will
require being comfortable lifting, pulling, and moving heavy objects or objects under tension. Sometimes up to
50lbs

Starts at $15/hr. Adventure Rock Membership is included for the duration of employment.

